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Abstract

Peripheral vision comprises most of our visual field, and is essential in guiding visual
behavior. Its characteristic low resolution has been explained by the most influen-
tial theory of peripheral vision as the product of representing the visual input using
summary-statistics. Despite its success, this account may provide a limited under-
standing of peripheral vision, because it neglects processes of perceptual grouping
and segmentation. To test this hypothesis, we studied how contextual modulation,
namely the modulation of the perception of a stimulus by its surrounds, inter-
acts with segmentation in human peripheral vision. We used naturalistic textures,
which are directly related to summary-statistics representations. We show that
segmentation cues affect contextual modulation, and that this is not captured by
the summary-statistics model. We then characterize the effects of different texture
statistics on contextual modulation, providing guidance for extending the model,
as well as for probing neural mechanisms of peripheral vision.

Introduction

Central and peripheral vision fulfill different roles in visual perception, as reflected by their different
information processing capabilities. The most influential model of peripheral visual processing is the
summary statistics (SS) model [1, 23, 55, 69], which proposes that the peripheral visual input is
represented using SS of the activations of feature detectors (Figure 1), computed over pre-specified
regions of the visual field (termed pooling windows) whose size scales linearly with eccentricity. This
model fits in the descriptive paradigm of vision as a hierarchical feedforward cascade of visual feature
detectors [18, 66], and it is theoretically appealing because replacing a detailed representation of
the visual input with a SS results in a significant compression of the visual input. Furthermore,
this compression results in a loss of information that could parsimoniously explain the limitations of
peripheral vision [69], including the impairment of target identification by surrounding stimuli (visual
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crowding [1], often regarded as the most important factor in peripheral vision), as well as phenomena
related to visual search [72], scene perception [20, 23], and subjective aspects of visual experience [17].
The SS framework has also been used to explain auditory perception of sound texture [48], suggesting
a more general role of SS representations.

Despite providing a solid foundation, it has been hypothesized that phenomena involving segmen-
tation and grouping in peripheral vision escape the standard SS model, and therefore more accurate
models of peripheral vision should include recurrent processes of grouping and segmentation [18, 44,
46]. For instance, although the SS model explains crowding as arising from pooling surround statis-
tics with target statistics, it is unclear if it could capture the “uncrowding” produced by surround
elements that facilitate target segmentation [18, 44]. Current SS model implementations also fail to
capture the peripheral appearance of natural scenes that contain strong grouping and segmentation
cues [88]. However, the stimuli and tasks used in this past literature do not allow for a direct test
of the hypothesis. For instance, tasks involving fine feature discrimination in simple artificial stimuli
(e.g. inclination of a crowded vernier stimulus [18, 44]) or discriminating complex arrangements of
features (e.g. scene distortions [88]), cannot be easily related to SS representations, which may be
affected by more global properties of a stimulus. Thus, it is not clear whether the SS model could
account for segmentation effects [22, 71].

Here we test the hypothesis more directly using naturalistic visual textures. SS representations
have long been studied in relation to texture perception [33, 34, 83] (the SS model is also referred to
as the texture-tiling model of vision [18]) because textures are statistically defined stimuli. We use
naturalistic Portilla-Simoncelli (PS) textures [63], which have been instrumental to the recent success
of the SS model [1, 20, 23, 72] and are a useful experimental tool for probing the model. PS textures
are defined by a physiologically inspired set of SS that are the basis of the main implementation of the
SS model of peripheral vision. This makes it possible to compare directly perception of PS textures
to SS model predictions. Furthermore, it has been shown that, different from primary visual cortex
(V1), neurons in higher cortical areas V2-V4 are selective for PS statistics [24, 53, 54, 102], offering a
framework to relate the SS model and peripheral vision to neural mechanisms. Yet, no studies have
addressed how peripheral naturalistic texture perception is affected by image surround (contextual
modulation) and by segmentation cues (see [50, 51, 75, 76, 84] for examples with artificial stimuli,
[87] for a study with natural images that does not explore segmentation).

Therefore, we use a PS texture discrimination task to study contextual modulation and segmen-
tation in peripheral vision within the framework of the SS model. We evaluate how different texture
surrounds affect texture perception, and study the influences of grouping and segmentation cues and
of surround structure, as well as the relation between this contextual modulation and crowding.

Our results reveal an important role of segmentation processes in peripheral perception of natu-
ralistic texture, highlight limitations of the feedforward framework of visual processing, and provide
guidance for extending the standard SS model to include influences of segmentation and grouping.
Our work offers new insights into the neural mechanisms of peripheral vision, and indicates how
naturalistic textures could be used for probing them in the visual cortex.

Results

We used a PS texture discrimination task (details in Figure 2 and Methods) to study contextual
modulation of texture perception in peripheral vision. PS textures are characterized by a physiologi-
cally inspired set of SS, including the correlations between the outputs of V1-like filters selective for
orientation and spatial frequency. The corresponding SS model implementation consists of two stages:
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the first stage computes the responses of the V1-like filters to the input image, and the second stage
evaluates the PS statistics of those filter activations within fixed pooling windows (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Summary-statistics representation model. Illustration of the main features of the standard
SS model, and its relation to physiology and image properties. An input image is first filtered with a bank of
oriented V1-like filters, whose activation power is determined by the Fourier amplitude spectrum (FAS) of
the image in the pooling region. Then SS are computed over the activations of these filters in fixed pooling
windows that tile the visual field. The SS in the second stage are referred to as higher-order statistics (HOS)
(in contrast to the statistics contained in the FAS).

The task required discriminating patches of naturalistic PS texture from their corresponding phase-
scrambled textures (see Figure 2) in a 3 alternative forced choice design (we refer to the patches to
be discriminated as targets). These PS and phase-scrambled texture pairs have the same Fourier
amplitude spectrum (FAS), which means they activate the V1-like filters of the SS model with the
same average energy, and are thus matched in the first stage of the SS model. Unlike phase-scrambled
textures, PS textures also have a more structured distribution of filters activations, corresponding to
higher order statistics (HOS) that drive the second stage of the SS model and lead to a more natural
appearance [63]. To study contextual modulation, we measured how task performance changed when
we introduced uninformative textures surrounding the targets, and compared the effects of different
surround parameters.

To evaluate whether our experimental observations could be captured by the feedforward SS model
with fixed pooling windows, we used the PS statistics computed over a fixed area centered on the target
to perform the task (Figure 2b, Methods), and compared qualitatively the model’s discrimination
performance to the participants. The radius of the pooling windows was chosen according to Bouma’s
law of crowding, which says that surrounding stimuli can interfere with target identification when
they are within a distance of approximately 0.5 times the target eccentricity [58].

The results are divided into three sections. First, we report the effect of the surround on per-
formance, and its dependence on target-surround grouping or segmentation. Then we explore the
relevance of the statistical structure of the surround texture to contextual modulation. Lastly, we
study the relation of this contextual interaction to crowding.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Task design and observer model. (a) Two targets centered at 12° to the left and to the right
of the fixation point were displayed simultaneously in each trial for 233 ms. Either the left, the right, or none
of the targets was sampled from the phase-scrambled texture (with the others sampled from the naturalistic
texture), and the participant had to indicate with the arrows where (if) the scrambled texture was present (3
AFC). In most trials, we added uninformative surround textures around the target (in this example
surround textures are present, separated from the target by a gap). In any given trial, the two targets always
had the same kind of surround. To aid visibility, the size and color of the fixation dot in this image are not
the same as in the experiments. (b) Diagram showing the architecture of the model observers based on the
SS model used to simulate the experiments. The SS of the PS model are computed over circular pooling
windows centered on each target (illustrated by the shaded regions). The difference between the SS of the
two targets is used to predict the stimulus configuration (i.e. where the phase scrambled target texture is).
See Methods for implementation details.

Contextual modulation and grouping

Target-surround grouping, or conversely segmentation, is a major modulator of contextual interac-
tions in vision, especially for crowding [39, 44, 65, 73] in which identification of a target is hindered by
nearby stimuli. It has been argued that these segmentation and grouping processes are an important
missing component from pooling models of peripheral vision, including the SS model [18, 44, 88].
Despite considerable work using stimuli such as objects, shapes or features (e.g. [36, 44, 46, 74]), our
understanding of how grouping processes affect peripheral perception is still incomplete because it is
not clear how to relate those tasks that use non-texture stimuli to the SS model, which may be affected
by more global stimulus information [71], and whether those results extend to texture processing.

Thus, to better understand the role of grouping and segmentation in the SS model, and how they
influence perception of textures, we sought to determine whether contextual modulation of naturalistic
texture perception is affected by segmentation or grouping cues.
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Figure 3: Surround textures impair texture discrimination performance. (a) Stimulus
configurations used in the experiment (only scrambled targets shown). Top: Target with surround, Bottom:
Target without surround. (b) Task performances for the two conditions. The gray dots and lines show the
performance of individual participants. Vertical lines indicate the ±SD of the estimated performance.
Horizontal jitter was applied to aid visualization. The larger red dots show mean performance across
participants for each condition. The dashed horizontal line shows chance performance. (c) Log-odds-ratios
(LOR) between the presence and absence of the surround (βSurr), estimated from the performance data in
(b). Each dot shows the LOR for one participant (estimated by fitting a GLM), and the horizontal lines
indicate their 95% c.i. Statistical significance of the LOR for the individual participants obtained by the
Wald test is indicated as follows: p < 0.05 (∗), p < 0.01 (∗∗), p < 0.001 (∗ ∗ ∗). The vertical solid blue line
indicates the estimated mean LOR for the population (estimated by fitting a GLMM), and the grey shade
indicates its 95% c.i. The p-value of the mean LOR estimate as obtained by likelihood-ratio test (LRT) is
indicated above the solid line. The dashed vertical line marks the LOR at which there is no difference
between the conditions. (d) & (e) show the same as (b) & (c) but for the model observers. Participants
(n=8) performed 70 trials in each condition, and model observers (n=8) discriminated 1500 stimuli per
condition.

Experiment 1: Target-surround discontinuity reduces contextual modulation

First, we measured whether naturalistic texture perception is affected by contextual modulation.
Based on the relevance of contextual modulation for target identification in peripheral vision, we
expected task performance to be impaired by surrounding textures. To test this, we presented partic-
ipants (n=8) with targets in isolation, and with targets surrounded by an uninformative texture ring
that was sampled from the same PS texture (Figure 3a).

As expected, task performance was considerably worse for the surrounded targets (Figure 3b). To
quantify the effect sizes and test for their statistical significance, we fitted a generalized linear mixed
model (GLMM) to the data (which allows to take into account between-participant variability; see
Methods and section S1) and reported the log-odds ratio between the conditions (LOR, denoted by β),
which is a measure of their difference in success probability (see a guide for converting between the two
in section S1). For example, βSurr quantifies the effect of the surround around the target, and βSurr<0
means that the surround hindered performance. Figure 3c shows that in our experiments the surround
strongly impaired performance, and that the effect was statistically significant (βSurr = −1.07, ci =
[−1.58,−0.57], p = 8× 10−4). This effect was captured by our implementation of the SS model
(Figure 3e).
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We next tested whether segmentation affects this contextual modulation, and whether the effect
can be captured by the feedforward SS model. To probe the effect of segmentation, we presented
participants (n=9) with two kinds of stimuli, either with continuous target and surround, or with
a visible gap that induced target surround segmentation (Figure 4a). Importantly, the gap was
generated by shrinking the target of the continuous stimuli, keeping surround geometry the same in
the two conditions. With this design, if pooling regions are constant, the two conditions would have
the same amount of surround texture pooled with the target, but in the discontinuous condition there
would be less target texture to be integrated (due to the smaller target size). Thus, based on the ratio
of informative target texture and uninformative surround texture, the SS model based on fixed local
pooling predicts worse performance in the discontinuous than in the continuous condition (Figures
4d,4e; a similar reasoning to that applied in [44]). This is in contrast to what we expect from previous
studies using simple stimuli, in which segmentation reduced contextual modulation [36, 44, 65, 74].
Figure 4b shows that performance increased moderately when target and surround were discontinuous
(βDiscont = 0.62, ci = [0.37, 0.87], p = 1× 10−4, Figure 4c). The SS model implementation was thus
unable to capture the effect of segmentation (see section S6 for further discussion).
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Figure 4: Segmentation reduces contextual modulation. (a) Stimulus configurations used in the
experiment (only scrambled targets shown). Top: Discontinuous stimulus (smaller target size) Bottom:
Continuous stimulus (larger target size). (b) Task performance for the two conditions. (c) LOR for
discontinuity (βDiscont), estimated from the performance data in (b). (d) & (e) Same as (b) & (c) but for
the simulated observers. Participants (n=9) performed 70 trials in each condition, and model observers
(n=8) discriminated 1500 stimuli per condition. Panels (b)-(e) use the same conventions as Figure 3.

We also found that the observed effect of discontinuity is sensitive to the size of the gap (see
section S2, Figure S2), likely because the gap size affects gap visibility, and also the difference in target
sizes between the conditions. Also, notice that segmentation did not completely remove contextual
modulation, that is, performance was still lower for the discontinuous than for the unsurrounded
condition (βDiscont

Surr = −0.40, ci = [−0.68,−0.15], p = 5× 10−3, Figure S3).

Experiment 2: The effect of target-surround discontinuity is mediated by segmentation

We reasoned that the gap between target and surround used to induce segmentation may also
affect performance by other mechanisms, such as reducing the uncertainty of target location within
the stimulus, or altering the SS of the stimulus in a way that is not captured by the model.
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To control for factors related to the gap but not to segmentation, we introduced a different target
shape (split-target) consisting of two adjacent semicircles with their straight sides facing outwards
(Figure 5a). This split-target shape had approximately the same texture area as the original disk
target, and a gap could be introduced around its curved sides, while preserving target-surround
continuity on the straight sides of the target.
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Figure 5: Low level properties of the gap do not explain the effect of discontinuity (a) Stimuli
used in the experiment. Top: Disk targets (discontinuous), Bottom: Split-targets (continuous). (b) Task
performance. Each panel shows the results for a different texture, with texture identity indicated above the
panel. The layout of each panel is the same as in 3b, except a different color is used to identify the mean
performance for each texture. The data of author DH are indicated by the blue symbols. (c) LOR for
target-surround discontinuity (βDiscont). The colored dots show the LOR obtained by fitting a GLMM for
each individual texture (color coded as in (b)) and the horizontal lines indicate their 95% c.i. The p-value
for the (βDiscont) of each individual texture, estimated by LRT, is indicated as follows: p < 0.05 (∗), p < 0.01
(∗∗), p < 0.001 (∗ ∗ ∗). The vertical solid blue line shows the mean βDiscont across textures and participants
estimated by a hierarchical GLMM model using all textures, and the shaded gray region shows its 95% c.i.
The p-value for this estimate obtained using LRT is indicated above the line. The dashed vertical line marks
the value at which there is no difference between conditions. (d) & (e) Same as (b) & (c) but for the model
observers. Participants (n=25) completed 40 texture-sessions (see Methods), and performed between 80 and
112 trials per condition. Model observers (n=8) discriminated 1500 trials per condition.
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Although the circular targets and the split targets had gaps with similar low level properties, we ex-
pected no segmentation for the split-target stimulus because target-surround continuity is maintained.
Thus, if the effect observed in the previous section was mediated by segmentation, we should find lower
performance for the grouped continuous stimulus (split-target) as compared to the segmented discon-
tinuous stimulus (disk-target). If the effects were mostly due to other factors introduced by the low
level properties of the gap, then we would expect similar performance for these two kinds of stimuli.

We presented participants (n=25) with the disk-target and split-target stimuli using 5 different
textures to verify that the results did not depend on a specific texture (most participants were shown
only some of the textures, see Methods). Participants completed 40 texture-sessions (defined as the
unique combination of one participant and one texture) that satisfied the inclusion criterion (see
Methods). Consistent with a role of segmentation in contextual modulation of texture perception,
performance was moderately worse for the continuous (split-target) than for the discontinuous stimulus
(βDiscont = 0.42, ci = [0.23, 0.62], p = 2× 10−3, Figure 5c). In contrast to this observation, the SS
model showed little difference between the stimuli, showing again a failure to capture the segmentation
effect (Figure 5e).

We also verified, using additional stimuli for texture T1 (see Figures S4, S5a), that splitting the
target had a small and non-significant effect on performance (βSplit = −0.09 ci = [−0.31, 0.14], p
= 0.43, Figure S5c) validating the use of this experiment to control for low-level gap properties.
Furthermore, the estimated effect of the gap after accounting for segmentation was also close to 0
(βGap = 0.04, ci = [−0.15, 0.22], p = 0.71, Figure S5d), suggesting that effects of the gap other than
inducing target-surround segmentation are negligible in our task.

We conclude from these experiments that target-surround segmentation is an important factor
in mediating contextual modulation of texture perception, that a discontinuity between target and
surround induces segmentation and thus reduces contextual modulation, and that this effect is not
observed in the standard SS model.

Effect of surround statistics

Besides the geometric cue (the gap) we considered above, another important factor that can
reduce contextual modulation is target-surround dissimilarity. This breakdown in statistical similarity
is known to enhance perceptual saliency [40, 41], and in some cases is suggested to act through
segmentation [44, 90]. This is well reported for crowding, where the effects of the surround on target
identification can be reduced if the two differ in aspects such as color, orientation, or higher-level
attributes [21, 36, 42, 45, 64, 90], thus increasing target saliency [28]. Understanding the effects of
surround structure on contextual modulation of texture perception is important because during natural
scene perception there is abundant variability in texture properties and arrangement. Furthermore,
different levels of surround structure are often used as proxies for different stages of neural processing
[21, 29, 42, 45], which could provide insights on the mechanisms behind our observations. For these
reasons, we next asked how target-surround dissimilarity affects peripheral texture perception, and
how it interacts with segmentation.

Experiment 3: FAS dissimilarity but not HOS dissimilarity strongly reduces contextual
modulation through segmentation

We focused on target-surround dissimilarity at the FAS and HOS levels because they are related to
the SS model [23, 24] and to physiology [1, 23, 24, 53, 54, 102], as discussed above. Previous work [45,
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90, 95] suggests that dissimilar surrounds should exert less contextual modulation, but the relative
effects of FAS and HOS dissimilarity, and their relation to segmentation depend on the unknown
underlying mechanisms.

To test the effects of FAS and HOS dissimilarity, we compared 3 different surround textures (Figure
6a): 1) The same PS texture as the target (none dissimilar), 2) a different PS texture with FAS and
pixel histogram matched to the target PS texture (HOS dissimilar), and 3) a different PS texture with
only its pixel histogram matched to the target (FAS & HOS dissimilar). Furthermore, to study the
interaction of FAS and HOS dissimilarity with segmentation, we showed these surround textures in
both the continuous and discontinuous conditions. In this experiment, target size was the same for
the continuous and discontinuous conditions, and the gap was generated by enlarging the surround
for the discontinuous condition (increasing inner and outer diameter to maintain its width).

We presented participants (n=22) with 4 different target textures (Figure 6a), adding to 31 texture-
sessions. To analyze the data we fitted a GLMM with parameters for FAS dissimilarity (βFAS) and
HOS dissimilarity (βHOS) separately to the continuous and discontinuous conditions.

First, we asked whether the two levels of dissimilarity had an effect for the continuous stimulus.
The effect of HOS dissimilarity was close to 0 and not significant (βCont

HOS = −0.04, ci = [−0.69, 0.61], p
= 0.87, Figure 6d), whereas FAS dissimilarity generated strong improvements in performance overall
(βCont

FAS = 0.84, ci = [0.50, 1.16], p = 2× 10−3, Figure 6d). We note that the effect of HOS showed
considerable variability between textures. In particular, for texture T4 performance was strongly
reduced for dissimilar HOS, contrary to expectations. This is likely because the surround without
dissimilarity for this texture has a high regularity that introduces a phase effect at the target-surround
boundary which could act as a segmentation cue.

To better understand the relation between dissimilarity and segmentation, we then asked whether
dissimilarity interacted with discontinuity. If the effects of dissimilarity are mediated simply by sur-
round statistics pooled over fixed regions, we would expect dissimilarity effects for the discontinuous
condition comparable to those of the continuous condition (assuming, as we do, a pooling area with
the radius of Bouma’s law such that the small change in surround geometry is negligible). On the
other hand, if dissimilarity effects are mediated by segmentation, we expect the effects to be reduced
in the discontinuous condition where segmentation is already induced by the gap. Consistent with the
second mechanism, we found that target-surround dissimilarity had little effect on contextual modu-
lation in the discontinuous condition (Figure 6c) for both HOS (βDiscont

HOS = 0.03, ci = [−0.36, 0.40],
p = 0.84, Figure 6e), and FAS (βDiscont

FAS = 0.03, ci = [−0.29, 0.34], p = 0.80, Figure 6e), although
there was considerable variability between textures. We verified that the change of the effect of FAS
dissimilarity for the discontinuous condition was significant (see Supplementary S4 and Figure S6).

Our analysis therefore suggests that FAS dissimilarity effects are strong and mediated by seg-
mentation, whereas HOS dissimilarity effects show considerable variability across textures but are on
average weak. We then tested whether these results could be captured by the SS model. First, in the
continuous condition the model showed a strong improvement in performance when there was HOS
dissimilarity, and much weaker changes for FAS dissimilarity (Figures 6f, 6h). Second, these effects
were mostly unchanged for the discontinuous condition (Figures 6f, 6h, S6), due to the lack of explicit
segmentation processes. Therefore, the SS model was not able to capture the patterns observed in
the human data.
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Figure 6: Target-surround dissimilarity reduces contextual modulation. (a) Samples of the
stimuli used in this experiment, showing for target textures the 3 levels of target-surround dissimilarity used
in the experiment (discontinuous stimuli not shown). (b) & (c) Task performances for the different
target-surround dissimilarities in the continuous and discontinuous conditions respectively. (d) & (e) LOR
for HOS (βHOS) and FAS (βFAS) dissimilarity in the continuous and discontinuous conditions respectively.
(f)-(i) Same as (b)-(e) but for the model observers. Participants (n=22) completed 31 texture-sessions, and
performed between 60 and 120 trials per condition. Model observers (n=8) discriminated 1500 stimuli per
condition. The plots in this figure use the same conventions as the corresponding plots in Figure 5.
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Experiment 4: Naturalistic structure in the surround is important to recruit contextual
modulation

The results of the previous section show that a surround with different naturalistic HOS than the
target can still exert substantial contextual modulation. Interestingly, other studies have previously
shown that contextual modulation can be reduced by removing the natural HOS from the surround.
Perceptually, this has been observed for tasks involving recognition and discrimination of natural
scenes in peripheral vision [29, 86], and for local orientation processing during scene perception [52].
Neurally, it has been shown that phase-scrambling the surround (i.e. the HOS are removed but
the FAS maintained) strongly affects contextual modulation of neural activity in response to natural
images in V1 [16, 31, 57] and to naturalistic textures in V2 [101]. In the context of this literature, our
finding of a relatively weak effect of HOS dissimilarity in the previous experiment raises the question
of whether the presence of natural HOS is necessary for recruiting contextual modulation for textures.

To address this question, we compared the effects of naturalistic and phase-scrambled surrounds
continuous to the target (Figure 7a). Because our experiments required to identify the phase-scrambled
target, we reasoned that target-surround similarity with the texture to be identified could affect
contextual modulation and lead to unpredictable confounding effects. Therefore, to balance out this
possible effect of similarity, we asked half the participants to identify the phase-scrambled texture and
the other half to identify the naturalistic texture (modifying the task accordingly, see Methods), and
we report the results from both task variants together.

Participants (n=28) were presented with 5 textures, adding to 43 texture-sessions. Consistent
with previous studies suggesting a role of natural HOS in recruiting contextual modulation processes,
we observed that performance was worse with natural HOS in the surround (βNat = −0.91, ci =
[−1.25,−0.56], p = 10× 10−4, Figure 7c). Taken together with the previous experiment, this result
suggests that the presence of naturalistic HOS in the surround is important for recruiting this con-
textual modulation phenomenon, whereas HOS similarity with the target is of secondary importance.

Although the observed effect of naturalness agrees with previous reports suggesting a role of
naturalistic statistics in recruiting contextual modulation [16, 57, 101], we observed a qualitatively
similar effect of naturalness in the SS model for the continuous condition (Figure 7e). This means
that at least part of the effect of naturalness could be mediated by simple pooling. Nonetheless,
for textures T1 and T2 we also studied the interaction between naturalness and segmentation (see
Supplementary S5, Figure S7), and found that adding a discontinuity reduced the effect of naturalness
(βNat:Discont = 0.43, ci = [0.06, 0.83], p = 0.04, Figure S7d), while this effect was not captured by
the SS model (βNat:Discont = 0.05, ci = [−0.03, 0.12], p = 0.15, Figure S7h). Also, further analysis of
the model shows that the observed naturalness effect in the model is not due to surround naturalness
itself, but rather due to some specific features of our stimulus generating process (see Supplementary
S6, Figure S12). Thus, it is likely that pooling is not the only mediator of the effect of naturalness in
our experiments.

In conclusion, these results suggest that naturalistic HOS are important in recruiting contextual
modulation phenomena. This is compatible with suggestions that contextual modulation phenomena
are tuned to the structure of natural images [16, 57], and more specifically, with the results observed
for other contextual modulation phenomena in V1 and V2, that may be mechanistically related to
our results (see Discussion).
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Figure 7: Naturalistic HOS increase contextual modulation. (a) Stimuli used in the experiment.
Top row: naturalistic surrounds. Bottom row: phase-scrambled surrounds (only naturalistic targets are
shown). (b) Task performance. (c) LOR for the presence of naturalistic HOS (βNat). (d), (e) Same as (b)
and (c) but for the model observers. Participants (n=43) completed 43 texture-sessions and performed
between 90 and 120 trials per condition. Model observers (n=8) discriminated 1500 trials per condition. The
plots in this figure use the same conventions as the corresponding plots in Figure 5.

Texture crowding

We have thus far shown that texture perception is affected by contextual modulation, and influ-
enced by segmentation and target surround dissimilarity. These characteristics are consistent with
a possible role of visual crowding, a contextual modulation phenomenon often regarded as the most
important factor of peripheral vision [69]. The SS model explains crowding as a loss of information
from pooling together target and surround features when computing local SS [1, 23, 24, 90]. However,
it is not clear whether this explanation, that is often applied to tasks on non-texture stimuli, should
hold for our task. Thus, we decided to test whether the contextual modulation we observed is due to
crowding.

There are two main diagnostic criteria for crowding. One is compliance with Bouma’s law, which
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states that the critical distance at which surrounds interfere with target perception scales linearly with
eccentricity with a slope of approximately 0.5 [58]. The other is an inwards-outwards asymmetry in
which surrounds more eccentric (outwards) to the target exert a stronger modulation than surrounds
more central (inwards) to the target [21, 58, 62, 69, 90]. Probing Bouma’s law with textures poses
experimental challenges, such as changing target-surround distance without breaking continuity or
altering target size, and determining how to measure distance between texture stimuli (e.g. [68]).
Therefore, we decided to probe the characteristic inwards outwards asymmetry of crowding.

Experiment 5: Effect of surround position is small, highly variable and task dependent

To test for inwards-outwards asymmetry in our task, we used half-ring shaped surrounds (Figure
8a) placed inwards or outwards of the target. Participants (n=21) were presented with 5 different tex-
tures, completing 37 texture-sessions. Opposite to what has been reported for crowding, performance
in our task was consistently lower when the surround was inwards of the target (βIn = −0.32, ci =
[−0.47,−0.18], p = 2× 10−3, Figure 8c). This suggests that crowding as reported for classical letter
detection or orientation discrimination may not be the main contextual modulation phenomenon in
our experiments.
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Figure 8: Inwards surrounds affect performance more than outwards surrounds. (a) Stimuli
used in the experiment. Inwards and outwards surround conditions differ in the position of the half ring of
surround texture relative to the fixation point. (b) Task performance for the different surround positions.
(c) LOR for inwards versus outwards surround (βIn). Participants (n=21) completed 40 texture-sessions,
and performed between 90 and 99 trials per condition. The figure uses the same conventions as Figure 5.

Nonetheless, unlike the task used here, most reports of inwards-outwards asymmetry use only one
target [2, 21, 43, 62]. The exception is a study [61] in which two targets were presented simultaneously
as in our task, showing that the usual asymmetry (stronger crowding for outwards surround) could
be reversed by biasing attention towards the fovea. To verify that the previous result is not only
due to this task-related effect, we repeated the experiment for texture T1 using only one target,
presented to the right of the fixation point. Participants (n=15) had to report whether the target was
naturalistic or phase scrambled. Using this new task we observed an effect of surround position close
to 0 (βIn = 0.02, ci = [−0.32, 0.38], p = 0.88, Figure 9b). This is not what would be expected from
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Figure 9: Reduced inwards-outwards asymmetry with single target. (a) Task performance for the
different surround positions for the task using only one target, for texture T1. (b) LOR of the position of
the surround for the task using only one target (βIn). Participants (n=15) performed 90 trials per condition.
The plots in this figure use the same conventions as the corresponding plots in Figure 3.

the classical asymmetry in crowding, and thus supports the conclusion from the experiment using two
targets. Nonetheless, we also note that the difference between the results from the two tasks is in
agreement with an effect of task and attention on inwards-outwards asymmetry, such as that reported
in [61].

Despite the lack of a clear asymmetry in the average performance, variation between participants
was high, and some individual participants showed strong effects of surround position in both direc-
tions. One plausible interpretation of this result is that contextual modulation in our task arises from
different contributing processes, and that participants with stronger crowding effects would show worse
performance for outwards targets, whereas participants more affected by other processes would show
little or opposite asymmetry. This hypothesis is in line with previous studies reporting substantial
variability in sensitivity to crowding between observers [36, 38, 60, 85]. In addition, we hypothesize
that this variability in sensitivity to contextual modulation phenomena could arise from the use of
different strategies for solving the task, possibly contributing to the considerable between-participant
variability that we observed in the results of the previous experiments.

In conclusion, these results suggest that crowding as observed in classical paradigms such as letter
recognition, interacts with other processes of at least comparable relevance to contextual modulation
of texture perception.

Discussion

Although the SS model of peripheral vision has had considerable success [69], studies using complex
scenes [88] and simple object-like stimuli [18, 44, 46] suggest that including processes of segmentation
and grouping together with contextual modulation is crucial for a more accurate understanding of
peripheral vision. Here we showed that PS texture perception in the periphery is modulated by
spatial context, and that contextual modulation is strongly reduced by segmentation engaged both by
a gap between target and surround, and by target surround dissimilarity (Figures 4, 5, 6). Although
the relevance of segmentation and target-surround dissimilarity for contextual modulation has been
studied for discrimination tasks using simple features or objects [36, 44, 45, 65, 73, 74, 90, 100], this
is to our knowledge the first report of such effects for texture discrimination, which likely involves
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different processing of the visual input [10, 11, 14, 70]. Furthermore, while the simple feature and
object stimuli are more difficult to relate to the SS model [71], our choice of stimuli and task allowed
for a direct comparison with the SS model. Our analysis showed that the standard SS model with
fixed pooling windows failed to reproduce our experimental observations on segmentation. Together,
these results thus strongly support the view that the two-stage model with filtering followed by fixed
pooling windows cannot fully explain peripheral perception. We note however that this does not argue
against the importance of SS as a general framework for understanding peripheral vision, but rather
for the need to incorporate segmentation and flexible pooling processes more explicitly.

Our stimulus design also allowed us to study the perceptual relevance of texture properties (specif-
ically, FAS and HOS) related to the different stages of the SS model and of early visual processing.
Previous studies using artificial textures have reported that FAS is a stronger segmentation cue than
HOS, and that some HOS induce moderate and others weak or no segmentation [34, 84, 98]. Our
study is the first to test the role of FAS and HOS in segmentation of naturalistic textures. We found
that dissimilarity in FAS was a strong segmentation cue, but we did not observe clear evidence that
dissimilarity in the HOS of the PS model induces segmentation in the periphery (Figure 6). This
seems also in agreement with simple inspection of our stimuli, in which the targets strongly pop out
when the surround is dissimilar in FAS and HOS, but not when it is only dissimilar in HOS. The weak
effect of HOS dissimilarity in peripheral vision is particularly interesting if we note that the textures
with HOS dissimilarity were noticeably different under foveal inspection. It is also noteworthy that we
did not observe FAS dissimilarity effects when we induced segmentation by a discontinuity between
target and surround. If the surround were pooled with the target for the discontinuous condition, as
the fixed pooling regions model would suggest, we would expect more similar statistics to interfere
more, contrary to what we observed. Indeed, this reasoning was supported by our implementation of
the SS model, which showed similarity effects for the discontinuous condition and a lack of interaction
between continuity and dissimilarity (Figure 6). A possible explanation for this discrepancy between
the model and our data is that pooling windows are flexible, and when the surrounds are segmented
from the target they are not pooled equally than when grouped together [47, 88].

Given the selectivity of areas V2 and V4, but not V1, for the HOS of the PS model [24, 53, 54,
102] one possible interpretation of this result is that the segmentation process acts primarily in V1,
corresponding roughly to the first stage of the SS model. However, V2 and V4 neurons are also highly
selective to the FAS of images [24, 53, 54, 102], so the effect of FAS could be mediated by these same
areas. Furthermore, the space of PS statistics is high-dimensional, and there is large variability in
the efficacy of subsets of PS statistics in driving V2 and V4 neurons [24, 54]. It is therefore possible
that dissimilarity of a targeted subset of HOS of the PS model will induce stronger segmentation.
For instance, selectivity for other simpler HOS that can support texture segmentation [84] emerges
primarily in V2 [97]. Therefore, although our results are consistent with the idea that the segmentation
process in the periphery may not use HOS dissimilarities between naturalistic textures (different from
other synthetic textures, [84]), a more complete understanding of their role would require probing the
space of PS statistics more exhaustively.

What neural mechanisms might underlie the contextual modulation we observe? One candidate
is V1 surround suppression, which appears linked to our experimental results in several ways: both
strongly depend on FAS similarity [13] and on segmentation cues [16], and it has been proposed
that V1 surround suppression underlies perceptual surround suppression [12, 99], which affects tex-
ture perception [15, 49] and is relatively strong in peripheral vision [59, 95]. Also, we showed that
contextual modulation of naturalistic texture perception is tuned to the naturalness of the HOS, in
agreement with previous perceptual [29, 52, 86] and physiological [16, 31, 57, 101] studies in contextual
modulation. This too could reflect V1 surround suppression, which has been shown to be reduced for
scrambled surrounds (i.e. lacking natural HOS) compared to natural images in V1 [16, 31, 57] (though
unpublished recordings indicate this might not be the case for naturalistic textures [103]). Overall,
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our experimental results on contextual modulation and segmentation appear consistent with flexible
V1 surround suppression [16], in which suppression strength is reduced when center and surround are
inferred to be segmented on the basis of image statistics. Another possible mechanism is surround
facilitation at the level of V2, which is tuned to natural statistics and appears to counteract surround
suppression of V2 responses to textures [101]. Although that study only used uniform textures, unlike
our mixed center-surround stimuli, this facilitation mechanism could reduce the difference between the
responses to the two kinds of center textures. If this were the case, then according to our results we
would predict V2 surround facilitation to be reduced by target surround segmentation, which could
be readily tested experimentally.

Lastly, as mentioned above, another possible mechanism behind our results is pooling over flexible
windows shaped by segmentation, as proposed in studies of natural scene perception in peripheral
vision [88] and orientation discrimination in central vision [47]. Flexible surround suppression, facili-
tation, and flexible pooling windows could therefore be integrated at the corresponding stages of the
SS model, leading to a broader framework within which to interpret our results and guide further
studies of peripheral vision.

Although our results on contextual modulation and segmentation appeared consistent with per-
ceptual crowding, we did not observe a clear inwards-outwards asymmetry as is often reported for
crowding [62] (Figures 8, 9), indicating that other processes are at least as important as crowding
for limiting texture perception in our task. In addition we found large variability across participants,
particularly in the comparison between inwards and outwards surrounds, suggesting that different
participants are affected differently by those processes, which is also consistent with other crowding
studies [36, 38, 60, 85]. To our knowledge, this is the first report of the effects of crowding on tex-
ture perception, though crowding has been frequently described as objects undergoing ‘forced texture
processing’ [69]. Given that some of the tasks most associated with peripheral vision such as scene
perception [7, 20, 30], guidance of eye movements [25, 56, 77] and the control body of movement [3,
6, 8, 32, 79] have also been connected to texture perception, our results raise the question of to what
extent crowding may be the major limitation in some of these natural tasks. Similarly, our results
suggest that previous studies of crowding in natural scenes [29, 87] might also have measured, to an
unknown degree, other contextual modulation processes affecting texture perception. Crowding has
been mostly associated with excessive pooling of target and surround features, which can be easily
accommodated by the standard SS model. As explained above, our work points to additional processes
such as flexible surround suppression and facilitation, highlighting the importance of further studying
their relative contributions.

Methods

Texture synthesis

Portilla-Simoncelli synthesis and phase-scrambling

We synthesized grayscale naturalistic textures using the Portilla-Simoncelli (PS) texture synthesis
algorithm [63] in Octave [19]. The algorithm first computes a set of statistics over an input image,
including mean luminance, contrast and higher-order moments of the pixel histogram; and the means
and pairwise correlations of the activations of multi-scale, multi-orientation filters (steerable pyramid
[78]) analogous to V1 cells. Then it iteratively modifies a white noise image until its statistics match
those of the input image. We used as input images natural textures from the Brodatz texture database,
the Amsterdam Library of Textures [9] and from the database presented by Lazebnik et.al. [37]. We
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refer to an image synthesized this way as a naturalistic texture or PS texture. We used filters with
4 scales and 4 orientations, and 9 by 9 pixels neighborhood for computing the spatial correlations of
the filter responses. We synthesized two 1024 x 1024 PS textures for each input image.

For each PS texture we also synthesized a phase-scrambled texture. This was achieved by first
generating a uniform noise image and then replacing its Fourier amplitude spectrum (FAS) for the
FAS of the naturalistic texture.

Pixel histogram matching

Phase-scrambling a naturalistic image can change the histogram of pixel activations (e.g. chang-
ing the minimum and maximum intensities). To prevent participants from using aspects of the pixel
histogram (e.g. brightness) as cues to solve the task, we matched the pixel histograms of the natu-
ralistic and phase-scrambled images to an average of the two, using the SHINE package for Octave
[94] with 30 iterations. In each iteration their FAS was also matched to the original FAS, and the
structural similarity index (SSIM) with respect to the original image was also optimized in order to
reduce alterations to image structure [89, 94]. Images produced by this method appeared very similar
to the starting textures (besides changes in pixel intensities), suggesting it did not produce noticeable
structural alterations.

Matching pixel histogram and FAS of different naturalistic textures

In experiment 3, to generate the surround image that was dissimilar to the target only in HOS,
we started by generating a new PS texture using a different input image than the one used for the
target. Then we matched its FAS and pixel histogram to those of the target PS texture with the
SHINE package, using 30 iterations. In each iteration the SSIM with respect to the original surround
PS texture was also optimized. For the surround texture that was dissimilar in both FAS and HOS,
the same procedure was used but without matching the FAS to the target PS texture.

Texture selection

We applied the synthesis procedure using several natural textures as input, and then selected those
where the PS and phase-scrambled textures subjectively appeared to be more discriminable, so as to
make the task easier. We also selected textures that had different kinds of structures, in order to
better probe the texture space (e.g. strongly oriented, weakly oriented, regular, irregular).

In experiment 3 most textures to which we applied the FAS matching procedure acquired a phase-
scrambled appearance, so we selected for further use those that maintained a naturalistic appearance
after this procedure.

Stimuli and task

The task was performed in a dark room, using a 27 inch LCD screen (ASUS, model PG278QR)
with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Participants used a chinrest to maintain a viewing distance of 40 cm, at
which 1° of the visual field subtended 30 pixels. Experiments were ran on Psychtoolbox-3 [35] running
in Octave Version 4.0.0 in Ubuntu 14.04.
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The background gray had a luminance of 8.7 cdm−2, and the textures used in the experiments
had a range of mean luminances of 50.9 cdm−2 to 67.3 cdm−2, and a range of standard deviations
in the luminance of the pixels of 26.9 cdm−2 to 34.1 cdm−2, as determined with a screen calibration
performed with a colorimeter (Cambridge Research Systems, model ColorCAL II).

Texture cropping and rotation

All textures shown in the experiments were patches cropped from the larger synthesized images,
with a linear transparency gradient at their border, allowing for a smooth fading with their neighboring
surface e.g. the background or a neighboring texture). These gradients had a length of 4 pixels, roughly
equivalent to 0.15°.

For each texture patch displayed, the cropped region was randomly selected over the whole image
on a trial by trial basis. We note that since the PS statistics were matched over the large synthesized
images, the random sampling of patches from these images introduced some trial by trial variation
in the texture statistics displayed. Although testing the effect of this image variability on our results
would require additional experiments, we think this variability is unlikely to have significant effects
on the participants performance. First, participants could readily generalize from being shown the
textures and immediately learned to discriminate naturalistic and scrambled textures despite this
variability. Second, participant errors could not be predicted from this image variability (analysis
not shown). Third, we studied the behavior of the SS model for the task without image sampling
variability, and although there were some differences with the behavior for the original task, the con-
clusions when comparing to the participants remained unaltered, except for the comparison between
naturalistic and scrambled surround as explained in the main text (see Supplementary S6 for the
results, and further discussion on image sampling variability).

In each individual trial an angle multiple of 90° was randomly chosen and all textures were rotated
by this angle before being cropped for display. This was done to reduce participants adaptation to
low level properties of the textures.

Texture discrimination task

Our task is a variation of that described by Freeman et.al. [24], and consisted in discriminating
between the naturalistic and the phase-scrambled versions of a texture. Because we did not use
eye-tracking, we used a task design that discouraged participants from looking away from fixation.

The target stimuli (targets) consisted of two circular patches of texture presented simultaneously
for 233ms, centered at 12° to the right and to the left of the fixation point (Figure 2). We used
three different target configurations: 1) phase-scrambled target to the right (PS texture to the left),
2) phase-scrambled target to the left (PS texture to the right), or 3) no phase-scrambled target (PS
texture in both targets). The three configurations were shown an equal amount of times, in random
order. Participants were instructed to report the location of the phase-scrambled target with the
arrow keys, and to use the upwards arrow to indicate the absence of phase-scrambled targets.

Trial dynamics

The sequence of events in any given trial was the following (see Figure 2): 1) Start with the gray
screen, 2) after 500ms a red fixation dot appeared at the center of the screen, which participants were
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instructed to fixate, 3) after a time interval sampled uniformly from 400ms to 600ms, the two targets
were presented simultaneously for 233ms (14 frames), 4) after the targets disappeared the participant
responded (without a time limit), 5) auditory feedback was provided and the fixation dot disappeared,
returning to step 1). Participants were told to use the response stage (step 4) to rest as needed by
delaying the response.

Surround textures

In all experiments we included surrounding textures with varying shapes and texture contents. In
any given trial the two targets shared the same kind of surround. These surrounds were also sampled
randomly (and independently from each other and from the targets) from the larger synthesized
textures. Unless indicated otherwise in the text, the surrounds were sampled from the PS texture of
the texture pair to be discriminated in the targets.

In most cases, surrounds were rings (or half-rings) with a width (i.e. distance between inner
and outer edges) equal to target diameter. Experiment 1 and texture T1 in experiment 3 were an
exception, having a surround width 1.4 times the diameter of the target. The surrounds of the split-
disk targets in experiment 2 were not rings, but they had the same outer diameter as the surrounds
for the corresponding disk-shaped targets.

Surrounds could be contiguous to the target or separated by a gap showing the gray background.
The gap had a width of 0.5° in all cases except experiment 1, where it had a width of 0.35° and texture
T1 in experiment 3, where both gaps of 0.5° and 1° were used (although these were grouped together
for the analysis, see Supplementary S5).

Organization of trials into experiment and texture blocks

Experiment sessions were divided into 2 to 4 experimental blocks (with balanced conditions) sepa-
rated by 30 s resting periods. Within these blocks, some conditions were also blocked (with their order
balanced across participants) to avoid confusions during the task. The different conditions contained
within a block were randomly interleaved and each was presented an equal amount of times.

Each experimental session used either a single texture or two different textures. When two textures
were used, the experiment was first completed with one texture and then with the other (with their
order balanced across participants).

The total duration of the experiments, including training and instructions, was between 30 and 45
minutes.

Training and difficulty adjustment

Before the experiment, participants were provided with training opportunity. Auditory feedback
was used in all stages of training, as well as in the main experiment. In the first training session,
targets were shown without surround and remained on the screen until the participant responded.
The second training session also used targets only, but had the same dynamics as the experiment.
Both sessions were terminated at will by the participant by pressing a special key.

After running experiments 1 and 3 with texture T1 with a target diameter of 3.5°, we observed
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considerable variability between participants in task performance. Therefore we adjusted task dif-
ficulty to each participant, in order to drive participants to a more informative performance range
(preventing saturation with very high or with chance-level performances). To this aim, we presented a
sequence of trials with unsurrounded targets in which target diameter was adaptively adjusted using
the accelerated stochastic approximation procedure [81] to drive participant performance to a prede-
termined level of 90% correct responses (see Supplementary S7 for details on the procedure and final
sizes distribution). If the final target diameter was larger than 5.3° (160 pixels), we used a diameter
of 5.3° in the experiments. Some of the textures had a mean target diameter around 5.3°, while others
were near 4° or even lower. The widths of the surrounds were then set equal to the target diameter.

After size adjustment, we repeated the static and dynamic training stages as described above,
including also the surrounds, and instructed participants to perform the task ignoring the surrounds.
Again, participants terminated these sessions at will.

Participants and exclusion criteria

This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by
the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Psychology of the Universidad de la República.
Participants gave signed consent to participate in the experiment, and to have the anonymized data
from the experiments made available online. Participants were given no economic or course credit
reward for their participation in the experiment.

A total of 98 adult individual participants (including the authors DH and LG, denoted in the figures
by colors blue and green respectively), participated in the experiments, of which 34 were women. All
participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. Some participants performed more than one
experimental session, although no participant performed the same experiment with the same texture
more than once. We call the combination of a participant performing an experiment with a given
texture a texture-session (as described above). In total, participants completed 189 texture-sessions.

We excluded from analysis texture-sessions in which the participant performed below 45% correct
for all conditions (chance level performance is 33%), to avoid strong floor effects. This criterion
discarded 14 of the total 189 texture-sessions. In the main text we report for each experiment the
number of texture-sessions that satisfied the inclusion criterion. All results and analysis are robust to
removing this exclusion criterion, as well as to excluding the main author from the analysis.

Summary-statistics model observer

We implemented an image-computable observer model based on the feedforward SS model with
fixed pooling windows [24]. This model first computes PS statistics over the two stimuli, then computes
their difference and feeds it to a linear discriminator to solve the task (see Figure 2b). The weights of
the discriminator were optimized to maximize discrimination performance on a training set, and the
model is then tested on a separate test set (cross-validation). We were interested in testing whether
the model reproduced qualitatively the trends in our data, therefore we did not fit model parameters
to match human behavior quantitatively. However, we added noise to the PS statistics computed
by the model in both training and testing stages, to roughly match the performance of the human
participants on average across stimuli.
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Computing the SS

We first generated sample images of single stimuli such as those used in the experiments, with
either phase-scrambled or naturalistic targets diameter 110 pixels, and with the different surrounds.
We adapted the code of [23] to compute PS statistics over a circular fixed pooling area centered on
the target. We used a pooling area with a diameter of 360 pixels, equivalent to 12° of visual field. We
based this pooling size on Bouma’s law of crowding [90], which says that surround elements hinder
target perception when they are within a distance of about 0.5 times the eccentricity, thus we used
this distance (12°× 0.5) as the radius of integration around the target center.

We computed PS statistics using 4 scales, 4 orientations, and a neighborhood for computing spatial
correlations of 7 pixels (smaller than for texture synthesis to reduce the number of model parameters).
This procedure leads to 782 SS per stimulus (after removing the repetitions of symmetric parameters
from the correlation matrices).

Stimulus pairing

To mimic the experimental task we arranged the stimuli (which either had naturalistic or phase-
scrambled target) into 3 kinds of ordered pairs, equivalent to those shown in the experiment. Using Nat
and Scr to refer to stimuli with naturalistic and scrambled targets respectively, the 3 kinds of ordered
pairs were: {Scr, Nat}, {Nat, Scr} or {Nat, Nat}. As in the experiment, the stimuli from a given pair
had the same surround. Then, we subtracted the SS of the second stimulus to each corresponding SS
of the first stimulus, resulting in 782 differences in SS (or predictors) for each stimulus pair.

Observer training

The observer consisted of a linear discriminator trained to predict the class of the stimulus pair
(e.g. {Scr, Nat}, {Nat, Scr} or {Nat, Nat}) from the SS difference of the pair.

First, for an observer trained for a given experiment, we generated 750 stimulus pairs (250 of each
class), or trials, for each different surround condition in the experiment, and computed the difference
in SS (predictors) for each generated pair. We then added Gaussian noise to the predictors, with
a standard deviation equal to the standard deviation of the predictor across the training dataset
containing all the conditions for the simulated experiment). Next, we normalized each predictor to
have unit variance (using the default setting of the fitting package, glmnet [26]). Lastly, we trained
multiclass logistic regression on the normalized predictors with L2 penalization, and optimized the
hyperparameter that weights the penalization by 10-fold cross-validation (i.e. the default in the glmnet
package). For each experiment, we trained 8 different models (observers), using different noise samples
and different samples for the training set, leading to some variability between model observers.

After training the models, we tested their discrimination performance on a test set comprising
1500 texture pairs (500 of each class) for each surround condition.

We verified that all the trends and conclusions are robust to the choices of target size, penalization
(we tested also elasticnet, which uses a mixed L1 and L2 penalization), and noise level. Furthermore,
we also ran the model with a variation of the task that involved no stimulus sampling variability (see
Supplementary S6).
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Statistical analysis

All experiments were first performed with texture T1, and all but experiment 1 were then re-
produced with other textures. Experiments performed with T1 sometimes had more conditions than
experiments with the other textures. These conditions exclusive to T1 are analyzed separately in the
supplementary analysis.

We analyzed the data of the experiments and the simulations using generalized linear mixed models
(GLMM) of the binomial family [27]. In these models we included a fixed effect for each parameter of
interest and an offset term. For each of the fixed effects we added random effects. When applying the
GLMM to multiple textures to estimate the mean effect across textures (e.g. Figure 5), we included
for each fixed effect a random effect for texture and a random effect for participants nested within
texture. We also applied the GLMM to individual textures, both for the analysis of data that was
only collected with one texture (e.g. experiment 1), and for estimating the effects of the different
manipulations on each texture. In the plots showing the effects for multiple textures (e.g. Fig. 5), the
estimate for each individual texture was obtained by fitting a GLMM to that texture individually. In
these cases we only used a random effect for participants. Correlations between random effects in the
model were always set to 0, to avoid overly complex models [5].

All the GLMM fitted by maximum likelihood using the R package lme4 [4]. The reported p-value
for each effect was obtained by a likelihood ratio test (LRT) between the full model and the null
model, in which that fixed effect is set to 0. The 95% confidence intervals of the fixed effects were
obtained by likelihood profiling.

The analysis in the text is based on the parameters fitted by these models, which are in log-odds
ratio (LOR) units. Although less intuitive than simple differences between success probabilities, this is
a more adequate measure for the experimental effects, especially given the variability in performance
between participants and textures.

In some cases we fitted a GLM to the data of each participant in an experiment in order to display
the actual observed LOR for each individual (e.g. Figure 3). These models contained no random
effects. The confidence intervals for the parameters were obtained by the Wald method, and their
p-values by the Wald test.

Data analysis was performed in R 3.4.4 [80] using the packages lme4 1.1-19 [4], dplyr 0.7.6 [93], tidyr
0.8.1 [92], ggplot2 3.0.0 [91], broom 0.5.0 [67], MASS 7.3-50 [82], and this document was generated
using knitr 1.20 [96].

Data availability

The anonymized raw data of the experiments, together with the analysis code, and the code for
running the experiments, are available in the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/8zr5h/).
All participants gave informed written consent for their anonymize data to be publicly shared.
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